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ABSTRACT
The report presents some experimental studies carried out by sawing of logs with narrow
band saw blades in winter conditions. The experiments were carried out in manufacturing
conditions in February. For the purpose a horizontal band saw "Wirex CZ-1/ZM" was used.
Operating conditions were established and the quality of sawn lumber from semi frozen
logs of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) was tested. The quality
preparation of the band saw blade with the used horizontal band saw provides good
parameters of the sawn lumber: surface roughness R̅ m = 190 μm; variation in the accuracy of
the size and shape of 1.5 mm and 1.8 mm at a feed speed of U = 11.5 m.min-1.
Key words: logs, Douglas fir, sawing, narrow band saw blades, winter conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sawing of logs with narrow band saw
blades of modern horizontal band saw is
becoming an increasingly important part in
the woodworking industry in Bulgaria.
These machines are preferred for the easy
maintenance, the low energy consumption
and the high quantum yield. The lumber
industry has significant difficulties when
sawing logs in winter conditions. Usually
there are no pools to defrost the wood in the
company’s facilities. It was found that at a
temperature of -250 C the moisture in
coniferous wood is converted into ice, i.e.
such wood is considered to be completely
frozen (Paderin 2012).
Problems arise mostly in partially
frozen wood where the density varies in
different areas. This leads to a significant
increase in cutting resistances, often to
breakage of the cutting band saw blades.
Wood temperatures below zero degrees’
centigrade leads to deterioration of the
processed
surface,
higher
power
consumption and wear of the cutting tool.

In
such
conditions
particularly
important for proper functioning of the
processes and obtaining high quality lumber
is the correct selection of band saw blade, its
linear and angular parameters and the
preparation of its teeth. The purpose of the
study is to establish the working conditions
and quality of sawing lumber of partially
frozen logs of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) by carrying out
some experiments.
2. METHODOLOGY
The experiments were carried out in
manufacturing conditions in February. For
the purpose a horizontal band saw “Wirex”,
model “CZ-1/ZM”, with the following
technical characteristics, was used (Fig. 1):
 saw wheel diameter – D = 600 mm;
 maximum distance between the axes
of the wheels – L0 = 1420 mm;
 power of the motor which drives the
leading wheel – N = 11 kW;
 revolutions per second of the
motor's shaft – nm = 24.3 s-1;
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diameter of the electric
e
mootor
pulley – D1 = 190 mm
m;
diameter of
o the wheell pulley – D2 =
360 mm;
feed speedd – U up to 20
2 m.min-1.

Figure 11: General vieew of a horizo
ontal band saaw
“W
Wirex”, modell “CZ-1/ZМ”
” (Poland)

(haardened teeeth) with pprofile 10//30, and
harrdness HRC
C46 were ussed. Figure 2 shows
sch
hematically the general
al appearancce of the
ban
nd saw blad
de. Table 1 sshows its lin
near and
ang
gular param
meters. It is made of high
quaality tool steel withh optimal balance
bettween hardness andd ductility which
sig
gnificantly increases its resistaance to
rev
versed cyclic loads. Thhe microstru
ucture of
thee material is tempereed martensite. The
cheemical com
mposition off the steel is shown
in Table 2 (Atanasov
(
2014). Due to its
flex
xibility, thee band saw blade can maintain
m
its integrity for a loong time without
breeaking. Furrthermore, the teeth may be
shaarpened repeatedly witthout affecting their
streength.

A band saw
w blade maade by “C
Carl
Rцntgenn” (Germanny) – quality
y CR-400X
Xttreme

Figure 2: Narrow baand saw blad
de for horizon
ntal band saw
w: t – tooth pitch; s – thickkness of the band saw
k angle; B
blade; sʹʹ - tooth part--set size; hʹ – tooth height ; α – clearancce angle; β – sharpness anngle; γ – hook
h of the band saw blade; W – shape of the
t teeth
– width
Ta
able 1: Param
meters of the band saw bla
ade
Naame
Xttreme

γ/α, 0
10/30

t, mm
m
22.22

s/B
/B, mm
1/40

Type of teeth
W – harrdened

sʹ, mm
0.4

Tab
ble 2: Chemiccal compositioon of the ban
nd saw blade steel, type CR
R400
C, %
0.463

Si, %
0.219

Mn, %
0.73

Pmax, %
0.014

Smax, %
0.015

Cr, %
1.04

Ni, %
0.435

V, %
0.125

M o, %
0.96
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Thee speed off movemen
nt of the bband
saw blaade, i. e. cutting
c
speeed, is consttant
during pprocessing. It is defin
ned by form
mula
1. The gear ratio is taken in
nto accountt as
well (Gochev 20088).
n
V  π.D.n  π.D. m .(1 - ε ),
(1)
i
where V is the cuttting speed, m.s-1;
n – revolutions per seco
ond of the bband
-1
saaw wheel, s ;
D – diameterr of the wheeels, m;
D
i ––gear ratio of
o the belt drive,
d
i= 2 ;
D1

ɛ – sliding cooefficient off the belt – for
V
V-belts ɛ = 0.005.
0
Feeed speed (U
U) is adjusteed by the opperator witth step-lesss variation. This depeends
on the cutting heiight, workin
ng capacityy of

A

thee band saw blade, the ddensity of th
he wood
and
d the powerr the cuttingg mechanism
m. In the
pro
ocess of cuttting feed sp
speed averag
ge value
is defined
d
by formula
f
2 (G
Gochev 200
08)
Llog
U av 
,
(2)
ti
wh
here Llog is the
t length oof the log, m;
m
ti – time for a cut off the log, s.
On each of the saw
wing patterns (not
edg
ging boardss, semi-fini
nished prism
ms etc.),
thee average wiidth (hav.i) w
was measureed.
The qualitative evalluation of the
t lumberr was based
d on the rouughness of the machiined surfacees (parametter R̅ m), accuracy of
thee shape and dimensioons. These criteria
weere reported
d in 20 poinnts for the relevant
lum
mber (Fig. 3)
3 (Atanasovv 2013).

B

Figurre 3: Measurement pointss for the rougghness, dimen
nsional accuracy (A) and tthe accuracy shape
(B) off machined su
urfaces

To measure thhe surface roughness,, an
indicatoor depth gauuge with measuring
m
cllock
was useed, in accoordance witth BDS 4662286 − byy standard methodolo
ogy. To deetermine thhe accuracy of the dimensions a ddigi-

tal caliper waas used. Thhe accuracy
y of the
shaape was meeasured by an air gap
p gauge,
meetric gauge block
b
set annd a metal line (Fig.
4).
The results were stattistically pro
ocessed.
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B

A

Figure 44: Measurem
ment of accura
acy of the shaape: А – meta
al line and ga
auge blocks; B – air gap gauge

Figure 5: F
Frozen logs off Douglas fir

Forr conductingg the experiimental studdies
several frozen logs of Douglas fir
(Pseudootsuga mennziesii (M
Mirb.) Frannco)
(Fig. 5) from Rilaa Monastery
y region w
were
used. D
Douglas fir is
i one of th
he most widdely
used inttroduced woood species in Europe and
Bulgariaa. Its valuaable timber, good grow
wth
and adaaptive propperties, high
h physical and
mechannical propertties which are superioor to
those oof the Sprucce and betw
ween thosee of
Scots piine and Larrch, attract the
t attentionn of
the lumbber manufaacturers.
Eacch of the loogs was num
mbered and the
minimuum and maaximum diiameters w
were
measureed - in its thhin and thicck part resppectively. T
The averagee diameter of
o the logs w
was
determined by forrmula 3. The
T volumee of
each logg was calcuulated by forrmula 4.

d min 1  d min 2  d max 1  d max 2
, (3)
4
wh
here dav thee average ddiameter of the log,
m;
dmin1,2 – two crosseed diameterrs of the
log at the thin part, m;
dmax1,2 – two crosseed diameterrs of the
log at the thick partt, m.
π.d av2
Qlog 
L log ,
(4)
4
wh
here Qlog is the volumee of the log, m3.
The quan
ntity of proocessed tim
mber (Q),
beffore the resspective meeasures, waas calculateed in m2 on
n the basis of cutting schemes
and
d the length
h of the reespective lo
ogs. The
mo
oisture of th
he timber w
was measureed with a
hyg
grometer „Lignomat T
Tester 1“ (Germad av 
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ny). The average density of the timber – by
weighting method, using an electronic scale
“Radwag” (Poland), with an accuracy 0.01
g.
3. RESULTS
The measured average temperature and
humidity when carrying out the experiments
are shown in Table 3. The average density
of the logs is 475 kg.m-3, their moisture is
20 %, i.e. the logs are partially frozen.
Table 3: Results for the conditions during
carrying out the experiments
Number of
the experiment
1
2

Average air
temperature in
the workroom,
о
C
-5.0
+6.0

Average humidity in the
working
room, %
49.0
65.0

When sawing partially frozen wood,
additional difficulties arise compared to
completely frozen wood. The main reason is
that some of the contained moisture passes
from a liquid to a solid state. Thus, the
formed ice crystals into the cell gaps cannot
be pushed out. Consequently, the volume of
chips reduces only with the volume of the
pores without the ice crystals. Furthermore,
the wood of Douglas fir is composed of
sapwood and heartwood with a lot of resin
canals, mainly in latewood. In this case, the
approach to the process of sawing is similar
when cutting wood with different density.

Under these conditions two series of
experiments were performed. The calculated
cutting speed is V ≈ 24 m.s-1 and the feed
speed (U) is in the range of 0 to 12 m.min-1.
The pattern of the sawing logs, in accordance with the production program of the
company, is also shown in Fig. 6. Beams
with cross sections 100/100 mm; 100/120
mm and boards 25/120 mm; 25/100 mm
were obtained. The total volume of sawn
logs in the experimental studies is 1,12 m3 –
after the first sharpening of band saw blade
and 1,13 m3 – after the second sharpening.
The results from the studies on the impact of feed speed (U), cutting height (h)
and quantity of sawn wood (Q) over the
roughness of the obtained surfaces, the accuracy of dimensions and shape of the lumber are shown in Figure 7, 8 and 9. As can
be seen in the figures, the feed speed is a
factor which has the most significant influence on the output parameters.
At the first sharpening, feed speed in the
range from U = 1.5 m.min-1 to U = 8.1 m.min-1,
the parameter R̅ m varies from 130 μm to
280 μm, i.e. of fine to medium quality of machined surfaces (Fig. 7 А). Immediately before
removing of the band saw blade for the second
sharpening, where U = 6.4 m.min-1, the surface
roughness is largest, but with largest area of
cutting wood Q = 24.78 m2. This indicates that
the wear of the teeth affects as well.
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A

B

Figure 6: Patterns of
o sawing Dou
uglas fir: А – after the firsst sharpening
g of the band saw blade; B – after
he second shaarpening of the band saw blade. The fiigure shows the
t number oof logs and cu
uts
th

Aftter the second sharpeniing of the bband
saw blaade, the obtaained results for the quuality of thhe processeed surfaces are uniform
mly
distribuuted. The maximum
m
measured
m
vaalue
of R̅ m iss 190 μm – after sawiing 6.03 m2 of
-1
wood annd feed speed of 11.5 m.min
m
(Figg. 7
B).
Thee largest deeviation from the nomiinal
dimensiions at thhe first sh
harpening w
was
achieved at a feeed speed of
o 9.1 m.m
min-1
(Fig. 8 А
А). At the second sharrpening, maaximum deeviations in the dimenssional accurracy
are in thhe range off 1.5 mm att feed speedd of
11.4 m..min-1 (Fig. 8 B). The dependenc e is
more prronounced and
a the max
ximum quaanti2
ty of saw
wn timber is
i 32.99 m .
Thee maximum
m value off the deviattion
from thee straightneess (accuracy of the shaape)

at the
t first shaarpening is 1.53 mm, obtained
o
-1
at a feed speed of 8.0 m..min . The value is
rep
ported after 19.18 m2 ssawn timberr (Fig. 9
А). The resultts after the second shaarpening
ow that at
a the higghest feed
d speed
sho
-1
11..5 m.min , the variatioons in the accuracy
a
of shape are 1.8 mm (Fig . 9 B).
The reaso
ons for the better resu
ults after
thee second shaarpening are
re: significantly better working conditions inn this seriees of experrimental stu
udies – tem
mperature t=6.0
t
°С
and
d strict adh
herence to the technology for
shaarpening by
y using an aabrasive dissk of cubicc boron nitrride (boraziine) with teeeth profilee 10/30.
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A

B

Figure 77: Influence of
o the feed speeed, cutting h
height and qu
uantity of saw
wing wood onn the roughneess of the
obtained surface in: А − first sha
arpening of th
he band saw blade;
b
B – seccond sharpenning of the ba
and saw
blade

A

B

s
cuttingg height and quantity of sa
awing wood oon the dimen
nsional
Figuree 8: Influencee of the feed speed,
accuraacy in: А − firrst sharpening of the band
d saw blade; B – second sh
harpening of the band saw
w blade

A

B

Figure 99: Influence of
o the feed sp
peed, cutting h
height and qu
uantity of saw
wing wood onn the shape acccuracy
in
n: А − first sharpening of the
t band saw
w blade; B – seecond sharpeening of the bband saw blad
de

4. C
CONCLUS
SION
Saw
wing of loggs with narrrow band ssaw
blades iis possible when the volume of the

teeeth gullet prrovides the necessary capacity
to remove eassily the saw
wed chips when
w
the
teeeth are leaviing the cut. When saw
wing par-
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tially frrozen logs of Douglass fir, it cann be
done w
with a universal
u
profile
p
10//30,
treme
hardeneed teeth – “X
”, which
w
has the
necessaary strenggth and stability in
interactiion with diifferent den
nsity of woood.
This cuutting tooll has prov
ved to bee a
successfful optionn for saw
wing at llow
temperaatures.
Thee quality prreparation of
o the band ssaw
blade pprovides bettter qualitaative indicattors
of the lumber with
w
the ussed model of
horizonntal band saw: surfaace roughnness
R̅ m=1900 μm; variaation in th
he dimensioonal
accuracy and shape 1.5 mm and
a 1.8 mm
m in
-1
feed speeed U=11.5 m.min .
Whhen sawingg logs at temperatuures
below zzero degree centigrad
de in orderr to
meet thee requiremeents of the experiment
e
iit is
necessaary to use ann antifreezee liquid (WW
W–
Windshiield Washerr) mixed with
w water oor to
add som
me dishwashing substtance into the
reservoiir to washh the band saw blaade.
Otherwiise, when water
w
is used
d as a cleanning
fluid thee band saw blade in many cases s lips
out of the wheelss because it freezes and
some icce deposits on
o the band
d saw blade are
formed (Fig. 10).
At lower operating temperatuures,
below −
−15 оC, an
a optimall variant for
lubricattion of the band saw blade is 500 %
diesel fuel and 50 % oiil for cuttting
mechannism of gaasoline chaainsaws w
when
applied evenly on both
b
sides.
Thee main task when sawing
s
froozen
(partiallly frozen) wood iss to proviide:
stabilityy of the bannd saw blad
de into the cut,
requiredd quality of
o the resu
ulting surfacces,
high prooductivity of
o the processs and increease
of the operational life
l of the band saw blaade.

This depends on the maachine operator and
cuttting tools sharpeningg specialisst. With
pro
oper operatiion of the bband saw bllade, the
ban
nd can be used
u
while its width decreases
d
to 65
6 % of the initial.

Fig
gure 10: Freezzing of the cleeaning liquid
d on a saw
blade
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